Adventures in Spanish

This magical Spanish camp was a cultural extravaganza where kids embarked on a thrilling journey of discovery. In this camp, young adventurers became cultural explorers, delving into the heart of various Spanish speaking countries. They immersed themselves in rich customs and traditions, researching fascinating topics such as food, sports, and animals all while practicing their Spanish!

Maker Camp

The campers in maker camp had so much fun creating and making this week. Students designed and built roller coasters, monsters, buildings, paper weaving, and more inventions! On Friday we went on a field trip to the park to gather natural materials for our final project. It was so amazing to see the creative things that the campers created this week!

Band Camp

In Band Camp, our musicians came together, practiced variations of favored songs, and arranged some original material. Some campers brought their own instruments, others tried some new ones, and many did both! The band campers hosted a fabulous showcase at the end of the week which was enjoyed by family, faculty and fellow campers!
From “Belly Biology” in Golden Gate Park to exploring edible plants in the Presidio, our campers had a blast in Environmental Education and Field Games. We did a combination of environmental science and sports such as kickball, wiffle ball, and soccer. We learned about a variety of flora and fauna in the Bay Area—both native and invasive species. Our campers grew tremendously as scientists and explorers over the course of the week!